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Abstrat. Ensemble methods ombine a set of lassi�ers to onstrut

a new lassi�er that is (often) more aurate than any of its ompon-

ent lassi�ers. In this paper, we use ensemble methods to identify noisy

training examples. More preisely, we onsider the problem of mislabeled

training examples in lassi�ation tasks, and address this problem by

pre-proessing the training set, i.e. by identifying and removing outliers

from the training set. We study a number of �lter tehniques that are

based on well-known ensemble methods like ross-validated ommittees,

bagging and boosting. We evaluate these tehniques in an Indutive Lo-

gi Programming setting and use a �rst order deision tree algorithm to

onstrut the ensembles.

1 Introdution

In many appliations of mahine learning the data to learn from is imper-

fet. Di�erent kinds of imperfet information exist, and several lassi�-

ations are given in the literature (see e.g. [9℄). In this paper, we onsider

the problem of noise or random errors in training examples.

One of the problems reated by learning from noisy data is over�t-

ting, that is, the indution of an overly spei� hypothesis whih �ts the

(noisy) training data well but performs poor on the entire distribution

of examples. Classial noise-handling mehanisms modify the learning al-

gorithm itself to make it more noise-tolerant. Another approah, whih

we explore in this paper, is to pre-proess the input data before learn-

ing. This approah onsists of �ltering the training examples (hopefully

removing the noisy examples), and applying a learning algorithm on the

redued training set. As pointed out in [7℄, this separation of noise dete-

tion and hypothesis formation has the advantage that noisy examples do

not inuene the hypothesis onstrution, making the indued hypothesis

less omplex and more aurate.



Many of the methods for �ltering training data are in fat removing

outliers from the training data. An outlier is a ase that does not follow the

same model as the rest of the data.
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For instane in [3℄, the basi idea is to

use a set of lassi�ers (indued by a number of possibly di�erent learning

methods) formed from part of the training data to test whether instanes

in the remaining part of the training data are mislabeled. By taking a

onsensus or majority vote of these lassi�ers, it is deided whether or

not to remove a partiular instane. The noise detetion algorithm of [7℄

is based on the observation that the elimination of noisy examples, in

ontrast to the elimination of examples for whih the target theory is

orret, redues the CLCH value of the training set (CLCH stands for

the Complexity of the Least Complex orret Hypothesis). In [8℄ robust

deision trees are presented. Robust deision trees take the idea of pruning

one step further: training examples whih are mislassi�ed by the pruned

tree are removed from the training set and the tree is rebuilt using this

redued set. This proess is repeated until no more training examples

are removed. In [12℄, we presented �lter tehniques for Indutive Logi

Programming (ILP) that are based on the idea of [3℄. We also applied

the robust deision tree tehnique of [8℄ to the ILP setting. We already

obtained some good results with the �lters proposed in [12℄.

In this paper, we further explore a number of other, new tehniques.

We propose �lter tehniques that are based on well-known ensemble meth-

ods [4℄, namely ross-validated ommittees, bagging and boosting. We

present two approahes: (1) �ltering based on (unweighted) voting of

lassi�ers that are built on di�erent subsets of the training set (obtained

by either ross-validation or bagging), (2) �ltering based on removing

training examples that obtain high weights in the boosting proess. We

introdue these �lter tehniques in the next setion, and evaluate them

in an ILP setting in setion 3. We onlude and disuss topis for future

researh in setion 4.

2 Filter Algorithms

2.1 Base Classi�ation Algorithm

The �lters that are presented below make use of a learning algorithm for

lassi�ation. With L we denote this base lassi�ation algorithm.
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Note that, as suh, an outlier does not only inlude erroneous data but also surprising

orret data.



In our experiments, we evaluate the di�erent �lters in an ILP setting,

and use Tilde [1℄ as the base learning algorithm L. Tilde (Top-down In-

dution of Logial Deision Trees) is an ILP extension of the C4.5 deision

tree algorithm [11℄. Instead of using attribute-value tests in the nodes of

the tree, logial queries (whih may ontain logial variables) are used.

The test to selet the best query in eah node is information gain ra-

tio. After a tree is onstruted, a post-pruning algorithm, based on an

estimate of the error on unseen ases, is used.

2.2 Voting Filters

Voting �lters are (as many other �lter methods) based on the idea of re-

moving outliers from a training set: an instane is removed if it an not be

lassi�ed orretly by all, or the majority of, the lassi�ers built on parts

of the training set. A motivation for using ensembles for �ltering is poin-

ted out in [3℄: when we assume that some instanes in the data have been

mislabeled and that the label errors are independent of the partiular

model being �t to the data, olleting information from di�erent models

will provide a better method for deteting mislabeled instanes than ol-

leting information from a single model. As noted in many artiles (see

e.g. [4℄), onstruting ensembles of lassi�ers by manipulating the training

examples works espeially well for unstable learning algorithms. Deision

tree algorithms, like Tilde, are unstable. We expet that ensembles of

deision trees will at well as a �lter for noisy data sets.

The general sheme of our voting �lters is as follows:

1. L indues n lassi�ers on di�erent subsets of the training set,

2. these n lassi�ers give labels to every example in the training set,

3. the �lter ompares the original lass of eah example with the n labels

it has, and deides whether or not to remove the example.

A variation of instanes of this general sheme exists depending on

the way these n lassi�ers are indued, the value of n and the deision

proedure in step 3.

Conerning step 3, we onsider two possibilities: (1) a onsensus �lter

(C �lter), where a training example is removed only if all the n labels

it has di�er from its lass; (2) a majority vote �lter (M �lter), where a

training example is removed if the majority of the labels it has di�er from

its lass.

Conerning step 1, we present two approahes for building these n

lassi�ers. In the �rst approah, the training set is partitioned in n subsets



of (approximately) equal size. L is trained n times, eah time leaving out

one of the subsets from the training set. This results in n lassi�ers. Suh

a �lter is alled a ross-validated ommittees �lter (X �lter). In the seond

approah, n bootstrap repliates are taken from the training set, and L

learns on these n sets. Suh a �lter is alled a bagging �lter (Ba �lter). In

[5℄, a motivation is found for using bagging as a �lter. In that paper, it is

experimentally shown that bagged C4.5 gains advantage over C4.5 when

noise is added to the training sets. More preisely, it is observed that for

most data sets, noise improves the diversity of bagging, whih permits it

to perform better.

We performed experiments with ross-validated ommittees - on-

sensus (XC) �lters, ross-validated ommittees - majority vote (XM) �l-

ters, bagging onsensus (BaC) and bagging majority vote (BaM) �lters.

The parameter n was set to 5, 9, 15, and 25.

2.3 Boosting Filters

Boosting is known to perform poorly with respet to noise. Aording to

[5℄ a plausible explanation for the poor response of boosting to noise is

that mislabeled training examples will tend to reeive very high weights in

the boosting proess. Hene, after a few iterations, most of the training

examples with high weights will be mislabeled examples. This gives a

good motivation to use boosting as a noise �lter.

The idea is to use Adaboost [6℄ and to remove, after a number of

rounds (n), the examples with the highest weights. Sine the �lter has no

idea what the exat perentage of noise is, we hose to give this as input

to the �lter.
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Note that there might be several examples with the same

weight (espeially in the �rst rounds of the boosting proess), so the �lter

might remove more examples than is given as input.
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We tested the boosting (Bo) �lter with 3, 5, 10 and 17 rounds.

3 Experiments

We evaluate the di�erent �lters in an ILP setting. As opposed to pro-

positional or attribute-value learning systems that use a single table to

represent the data set, ILP systems use a �rst order representation. This

makes ILP very suitable for dealing with omplex data strutures.
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In a later stage, we will try to estimate this.
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Another possibility is to remove less examples than is given as input; we hose the

greedy approah here.



We �rst desribe the data sets that we used in the experiments. Then

we explain how the experiments were arried out, and �nally we disuss

the results. For more details, we refer to [13℄.

3.1 Data Sets and Noise Introdution

We want to evaluate how well the di�erent �lter tehniques perform on

data sets with di�erent amounts of lassi�ation noise. We therefore on-

sidered noise-free ILP data sets, and arti�ially introdued di�erent levels

of lassi�ation noise.

We onsidered the following noise-free data sets: an (arti�ial) Bongard

data set [2℄ (392 examples), three (arti�ial) eastbound/westbound trains

data sets [10℄ (200, 400, and 800 examples), and a (non-arti�ial) KRK

data set for learning illegal positions in a hess endgame [9℄ (200 ex-

amples). These are all 2-lass problems.

We introdued di�erent levels of lassi�ation noise in the data sets.

A noise level of x% means that for a randomly hosen subset of x% of

the training examples, the lass-value of these examples was ipped.
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We

introdued noise levels of 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, and

40%.

3.2 Experimental Method

In order to obtain a more reliable estimate of the performane of the

�lters, all experiments were arried out in 10-fold ross-validation and

the results were averaged over the 10 folds. For eah of the 10 runs, the

data set was divided in a training set (9 parts) and a test set (remaining

1 part). The training set was then orrupted by introduing lassi�ation

errors. Eah of the above desribed �lter tehniques was then run on the

(noisy

5

) training set. After �ltering the training set, Tilde was used to

learn a deision tree on the redued training set. This deision tree was

then validated on the (noise-free) test set. Results were obtained by taking

the mean of the results of the 10 runs. For eah of the 9 noise levels and

eah of the 10 runs, we also run Tilde diretly on the (un�ltered) training

set.

In the next subsetions, we report results onerning �lter preision,

tree size and auray.
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Positive examples are made negative and vie versa.
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For eah noise level and eah of the 10 training sets, the lassi�ation errors were

introdued only one (in a random way), and the di�erent �lter tehniques were run

on the same noisy training sets.



3.3 Filter Preision

We evaluate the di�erent �lters by looking at the perentage of examples

that are removed, as well as the perentage of examples that are removed

and are atually noisy.
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In Fig. 1, we show the preision of some of our �lters on the Bongard

data set with 15% and 20% of noise.
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Fig. 1. Filter preision on the Bongard data set.

In general, we observe the following. The BaC �lters are the most

onservative �lters: they remove the fewest examples. But, espeially for

the arti�ial data sets, these �lters are also very preise: almost no orret

examples are removed. One might hoose to use a BaC �lter when data

is sparse. Also the XC �lters are rather onservative. The XM and BaM

�lters perform well. On the KRK data set the Ba and X �lters are not as

preise as on the arti�ial data sets: relatively more orret examples are

also removed. The best results onerning preision are obtained on the

Bongard data sets. This an be explained by the fat that Tilde reahes

an auray of 100% on the noise-free Bongard data set, whereas the

other (noise-free) data sets, espeially the KRK data set, are harder to

learn from.

In general, the preision of the Bo �lters is not very good: a great deal

of �ltered examples is not noisy. This shows that in the boosting proess,

also orret examples get high weights.
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For the detailed results, inluding an estimated probability of making type 1 and

type 2 errors for all �lters, we refer to [13℄.



The inuene of the number of lassi�ers n is as follows. For the XC(n)

�lters, when there is not too muh noise, the higher n, the higher the

number of �ltered examples, and also the higher the number of �ltered and

noisy examples. Indeed, when n inreases, the training sets on whih the

n lassi�ers are built beome more similar, and hene the lassi�ers will

obtain a onsensus in more ases. This is espeially the ase when there

is not too muh noise (up to 20%). For the XM(n) �lters, the parameter

n does not have muh inuene.

For the BaC(n) �lters, the higher n, the lower the number of �ltered

examples, and also the lower the number of �ltered and noisy examples.

This is exatly the opposite behaviour as for the XC(n) �lters. This is

beause with bagging very diverse lassi�ers are built (espeially when

there is a lot of noise, see [5℄). When the number (n) of suh diverse

lassi�ers inreases, it beomes more diÆult to obtain a onsensus, hene

less examples will be removed. The BaM(n) �lters seem to improve their

preision when n is inreased, meaning that more noisy examples, and at

the same time less orret examples, are removed.

Despite the fat that the exat perentage of noisy examples is given

as input to the Bo(n) �lters, these �lters will remove more examples. This

is beause there might be examples that have the same weight. Sine this

is espeially the ase in the �rst rounds of the boosting proess, we observe

that, the higher n, the lower the number of �ltered examples. At the same

time we observe that, the higher n, the less noisy examples are �ltered.

When we look at the ratio of noisy examples in the set of examples that

are �ltered, we notie that, for noise levels up to 15%, this ratio is smaller

in the �rst rounds of the boosting proess. For higher noise levels however,

the situation is ompletely reversed: when n is small, there are relatively

more noisy examples in the set of �ltered examples. This an be explained

as follows. If there is a lot of noise in the training set, boosting will �rst

fore the learning algorithm to onentrate on these noisy examples. But,

by doing this, the orret examples beome harder to lassify, and will

reeive higher weights further on in the boosting proess. So when n

inreases, more orret examples will reeive high weights and will be

�ltered.

Finally, by looking at the results on the three trains data sets, we

observe that the more training examples we have at our disposal, the

more preise the �lters are.



3.4 Tree Size

A deision tree that is built from a noisy training set might be overly

omplex due to over�tting of this set. Therefore, it an be expeted that

the sizes of the trees indued from a �ltered (and hopefully non-noisy)

training set are smaller than the sizes of the trees indued from the non-

�ltered, noisy training set.

In Fig. 2, we show the number of nodes in the deision trees indued

from (un)�ltered Bongard training sets. More preisely, we report the

results for the XM(9), BaM(9) and Bo(10) �lters.

For noise levels up to 15% it is indeed the ase that the sizes of the

trees indued from a �ltered training set are smaller than the sizes of

the trees indued from the un�ltered set. For higher noise levels however

there is, for many of the ases, no derease in tree size if a �ltered training

set is used. One plausible explanation is that, for high noise levels, the

�lters still leave some amount of noise in the training sets. Also, we should

note that Tilde with pruning is used (both in the �lter algorithms and for

induing deision trees from the (un)�ltered training sets), so the e�et

of over�tting is already largely redued.

3.5 Auray

Deision trees built on a non-noisy training set will (in general) be more

aurate (on a separate test set) than trees indued from a noisy training

set. We ompare the auraies of the trees indued from the �ltered sets

(on the non-noisy test sets) with the auraies (also on the non-noisy

test sets) of the trees indued from the un�ltered, noisy sets.

In Fig. 2, we show our results for the XM(9), BaM(9) and Bo(10)

�lters on the Bongard data set. For this data set and also for the trains

data sets, we observe that for noise levels up to 10%, Tilde still performs

well on an un�ltered training set. For higher noise levels, it seems better

to �rst �lter the training set. No one �lter outperforms the other �lters in

this respet. For the KRK data set, it is better to also �lter the training

set for low noise levels.

A hypothesis of interest is whether a majority vote ensemble lassi�er

an be used instead of �ltering, or whether the best method is to �rst

�lter the training set and then use a majority vote ensemble lassi�er. This

hypothesis was tested in [3℄. It was onluded that (for the �lters proposed

in [3℄) a majority vote ensemble lassi�er an not replae �ltering. We

did some initial experiments to test this hypothesis in our setting. More

experiments are needed to see if this onlusion also holds in our setting.
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Fig. 2. Results onerning tree size (left) and auray (right) on the Bongard data

set.

4 Conlusions and Future Work

We addressed the problem of training sets with mislabeled examples in

lassi�ation tasks. We proposed a number of �lter tehniques, based

on ensemble methods, for identifying and removing noisy examples. We

experimentally evaluated these tehniques on noise-free ILP data sets

whih we arti�ially orrupted with di�erent levels of lassi�ation noise.

We reported results onerning �lter preision, tree size and auray.

Both the BaM and XM �lters have a good preision. Surprisingly, the

Bo �lters did not perform so well. We plan to investigate in more detail

how the boosting proess an be used/modi�ed to obtain a noise �lter.

We also plan to evaluate the proposed �lters on more data sets.

When the data set is small and the ost of �nding new training ex-

amples is high, one an hoose to use a onservative �lter, e.g. a BaC or

XC �lter. A better solution would be to detet and also orret labelling

errors (and thus not removing any example). One way to do this is to

present the suspiious data to a human expert and ask what to do with

it. Another way is to automatially swith the lass labels of the examples

whih are identi�ed as noise. We will evaluate the performane of suh

an extension.
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